CONNECTING THINGS
to the Cloud

- Simple, value priced WWAN M2M IP connectivity
- Automatic connection monitoring and error recovery
- Secure, redundant firmware and configuration images
- Unique software and hardware configuration flexibility
- Automatic provisioning of custom middleware
Simple, value priced WWAN M2M IP connectivity

The CloudGate provides competitively priced LAN to WWAN routing and GPS functionality in a single basic unit certified on all major US cellular operators. The CloudGate is simple to configure locally or remotely from your PC, tablet or Smartphone.

Reliable and secure

CloudGate automatically resolves common problems associated with wireless M2M connectivity. Built in software and hardware watchdogs continuously monitor each component of the product and the product’s connectivity to home servers. In the event an issue is detected, the product proactively takes steps to re-establish connectivity. All software and configuration images are protected with digital signatures and have dual rollback images that allow the product to revert to previous working settings if an issue is detected. All management functions are protected by certificate and/or password based security mechanisms and all management actions take place over hardware assisted encrypted links.

Flexible and cost effective to integrate and deploy

CloudGate provides unique flexibility that allows customers and system integrators to tailor the product to their solution or even site specific requirements. CloudGate incorporates two hardware expansion slots that allow the CloudGate to be enhanced with additional radio and/or wired interfaces. The expansion cards are simple and quick to install, allowing the field upgrade of the device when new functionality is required. All the design details of the expansion card are available to partners allowing you to add value with your own hardware products. CloudGate allows simple integration and provisioning of customer or third party middleware and applications. The automated cloud provisioning system means that each device can be set with its own custom configuration and image that is automatically loaded from the cloud when it initially connects to the internet.

Also available

- WLAN expansion card
- Low cost serial card
- Industrial serial card
- Ethernet switch
- Telematics card
- CloudGate
- Developer card
- Breadboard card
- SDK
- HDK
- SDK + HDK

As part of the continual product improvement process, OPTION reserves the right to alter the specifications of this product.
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1. Define start-up configuration on CloudGate provisioning server
2. Configuration and any custom middleware are automatically installed
3. Device is ready to connect things to the Cloud!